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If you are weary of the volatile stock market, but still 

want to put your money to work for strong returns, you 

aren’t alone. SmartMoney Magazine said earlier this year 

that individuals are sitting on more than half a trillion dollars, 

and other estimates put the figure close to a trillion. For many, 

mortgage investments with the proper structure are a viable 

option, and California-based Rama Capital Advisors, Inc., 

continues to generate double-digit returns for their clients, 

even amid this financial uncertainty.

For nearly three years, savvy founders, Alim Kassam and 
Brian O’Shaughnessy, have netted investors an annual return of 
more than 10 percent through both their mortgage fund and 
separately managed account (SMA) options, with investments 
that typically range from $100,000 to $10 million. They offer 
investors monthly distributions from their fund or SMAs and 
carefully vet borrowers looking for first lien mortgage, typically 
focusing more on the value and equity in a property, and then 
looking at credit scores. These short-term loans (usually two to 
three years) are issued and serviced by Rama Capital Advisors 
from start to finish.

“A lot of our borrowers are self-employed or show lower 
incomes,” explains Kassam, the company’s CEO, who is a 
veteran banker and analyst with a proven record of success
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with several companies. “We can use different metrics than a 
bank to analyze an opportunity, but we still look carefully to 
see if they have the ability to pay us back.”

He emphasizes that on average they only loan 42 cents on 
the dollar based on a property’s current value, which ensures 
a strong equity cushion and helps avoid many of the pitfalls 
that plagued investors in recent years. This cautious approach 
has earned them a successful record, with no losses on the 
hundreds of loans they have funded since their inception. 

“Our programs are ideal for investors who are tired of the 
volatility in the capital markets and are looking for a more 
stable investment platform,” says Kassam. 

Rama Capital 877.877.1477, www.ramacapital.com
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